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Abstract—This paper presents a multibeam dual-circularly polarized (CP) reflectarray for connected and autonomous vehicles. The developed reflectarray uses one aperture to realize dual-band and multibeam operation. At each frequency band, there are two simultaneously shaped beams with different circular polarizations. Totally four beams are obtained with a single feed and each of the beams can be independently controlled. A simple but effective polarization suppression technique is introduced to suppress cross polarizations at large scan angles so the CP beam of the reflectarray can be configured to point at large angles. Thus, the present reflectarray is suitable to be applied for reliable high data-rate satellite communications. To validate the design concept, an X-band prototype was designed, fabricated and measured. The design concept is flexible and can be applied to the design of dual-band, dual-CP reflectarray with different frequencies ratios. Moreover, the present design can also be extended to a continuous beam-steering design by incorporating phase shifters.

Index Terms—vehicles, Satcom-on-the-Move, circular polarization, reflectarray, multibeam, dual-band

I. INTRODUCTION

CONNECTED and Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) is one of the most exciting technologies that will change the way how people and products are moved [1]. CAVs introduce many benefits, including reduction of crash rates and congestions, aiding mobility for disabled and older people [2], [3]. It is estimated that in the UK the market for CAVs will be worth 28bn in 2035 [4]. One of the key technologies for the success of the CAVs is reliable and high-speed communication system. Each CAV needs to communicate with the base stations, satellites and other vehicles. For example, dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) are developed to enable fast and secure vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication [5]. Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is developed to provide safer and more coordinated transport networks [6]. Satellite communications have inherent advantages such as being more robust and secure, as well as having better coverage in rural areas. Thus, besides providing the navigation services to the vehicles, satellite communications will be the key technology to support CAVs. Satellite telecommunications companies such as Intelsat and Inmarsat are working on satellite powered connectivity solutions for the connected cars.

Fig. 1 shows the different communication links for the CAVs. To communicate with the roadside unit (RSU), moderate gain antennas with wide beamwidth are used for the purpose of better coverage [7]. Wideband antennas with broad beamwidth are used for car-to-car communication [8], [9]. Regarding the broadband satellite data service such as the direct-broadcast-satellite service, it is desirable to have high gain and circularly polarized (CP) antennas with wide beam scanning angles. An array antenna with wide beam scanning angle enables vehicles to keep track of the satellites so it is always within the reception area of the satellite and does not fall in the blind spot. The traditional approach to obtaining a high gain CP antenna is to use the phased array or reflector antenna [10]. Although the phased array has a planar configuration, it requires sophisticated beamforming network (BFN) especially when the number of antenna elements is large, which leads to a high-cost. Moreover, obtaining large angle beam scanning of the CP phased array is challenging due to the reason that the radiating elements normally have narrow CP beamwidths (e.g.±30°). Although some wide beamwidth circularly polarized antenna elements were reported [11], they are not suitable for the design of planar array antennas. On the other hand, the reflector antenna can provide beam scanning through mechanically rotating the antenna. Yet, the reflector antenna has a high profile and has high mass.

Reflectarray antennas have attracted much research interests in recent years and have already been applied to automotive radars [12]. They combine the advantages of the reflector antenna and the phased array [13]. A reflectarray antenna normally consists of planar radiating elements and at least one feed antenna. To reduce the profile, folded configuration [12], [14] can be used. The reflectarray use space-fed technique to excite the antenna elements, thus avoiding the use of the feed network. Therefore, the reflectarray is a good candidate for the design of affordable and lightweight satellite antenna system of the CAVs. Although there are many studies [15], [16] on
improving the maximum beam steering angle of linearly polarized array antennas, to date, there are few reported researches on the CP array antenna with large scan angles. Recent study shows that through using a frequency scanning leaky-wave antenna [17], circularly polarized beam scanning range from $-40^\circ$ to $25^\circ$ can be obtained. Dual-CP reflectarray has also received increasing research interests. Although dual-CP reflectarrays can be realized by using elements with variable rotation angles [18] or using CP selective surfaces [19], there are few reports on the single aperture dual-CP reflectarrays that can generate simultaneous beams with orthogonal CPs and the beams can be independently controlled. In [20], a dual-CP reflectarray is obtained by using a dual-surface reflector and polarizer which converts the LP waves to CP waves. One dual-CP reflectarray that can steer its beam to $21^\circ$ with independent control was reported in [21]. In this design, Dual-CP operation was achieved by placing one left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) and one right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) selective surfaces at different layers separated by an air gap, which results in a complicated structure and high profile.

In this paper, a novel dual-band reflectarray antenna with dual-circular polarizations and independent beam control is developed. Within each frequency band, there are two shaped beams, one for left-hand and one for right-hand circular polarization. Thus, four simultaneously focused beams are achieved for each feed. Moreover, the frequency ratio of the dual-band operation is flexible and the central frequency of each band can be designed independently. This allows the developed antenna suitable for the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) communications for vehicles by taking advantages of the polarization and frequency diversity [22], [23]. In this way, the CAVs can always keep reliable links with the satellites and important information such as enhanced mapping, navigational data, over-the-air software and firmware updates can be received in time. A simple but effective cross-polarization suppression technique is developed to improve beam scanning performance of the present reflectarray. This technique does not increase the system complexity and can effectively suppress the cross polarizations so the array antenna can maintain good CP radiations at large scan angles. Fig. 2 show the concept of the multibeam dual-CP reflectarray on the vehicles.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II details the design of the reflectarray unit cells. Section III presents the design and analysis of the dual-band, dual-CP reflectarray, as well as the cross polarization suppression technique. The simulation and measurement results of the prototypes including the simulation of the present antenna on the roof of the vehicle are given in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. DESIGN OF THE REFLECTARRAY UNIT CELL

A. Unit Cell Configuration

Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the reflectarray unit cell. Two equilateral triangular patches of different sizes are positioned in a parallelogram with one of the patches rotated by $180^\circ$. One resonates at the higher frequency and the other resonates at the lower frequency. Using this configuration, the unit cell can be used to form a dual-band interleaved array antenna with a triangular lattice. The length of the equilateral triangular patch is calculated by using the formula given in [24]:

$$f_{mn} = \frac{2c}{3\alpha\varepsilon_r^{1/2}} (m^2 + mn + n^2)^{1/2} \quad (1)$$

where $c$ is the speed of light, $\alpha$ is the side length of the equilateral triangular patch, $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative dielectric permittivity of the substrate and $mn$ refers to the $TM_{mn}$ modes. Each of the triangular patches is fed by two proximity microstrip lines of 50$\Omega$ characteristic impedance. CP radiation is obtained by feeding the patch with $90^\circ$ phase difference. The feed lines are electromagnetically coupled to a branch line coupler through a rectangular aperture etched on the ground plane below the feed lines. The four ports of the coupler are terminated with 50$\Omega$ microstrip lines. The width of the feed lines is calculated by using the formulas given in [25].
Because the feed lines are electromagnetically coupled, there is no need for using any vias, thus the fabrication complexity and cost for the reflectarray antenna design are significantly reduced. To verify the design concept, it was decided to design an X-band reflectarray prototype. Two frequencies within X-band were selected, 8.6 GHz and 10.1 GHz, representing a frequency ratio of 1.17. It should be noted that a small frequency ratio is chosen in this study for the purpose of configuring the beam of the array to large angles without the appearance of grating lobes at both frequencies. The size of the patch can be independently adjusted to operate at different frequencies (different frequency ratio). The only constraint is the required grating lobes free beam steering angles. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the antenna element has four conductive layers and three dielectric layers. The radiating elements and the feed lines are printed on separate RO4003C substrates ($\varepsilon_r = 3.55, \tan \sigma = 0.0027$) with a thickness of 0.3 mm. In order to keep the compact size of the branch line couplers, they are printed on a higher permittivity substrate, 0.25 mm thick RO3006 substrate ($\varepsilon_r = 6.15, \tan \sigma = 0.002$).

B. Simulation results

The mutual coupling between the elements can change the input impedance and shift the resonant frequency of the antenna element. Thus, it is necessary to simulate the unit cell of the reflectarray with periodic boundaries in order to take into account the mutual coupling between adjacent elements, and then perform some optimizations. The optimizations include changing the position of the proximity feed lines and slightly changing the size of the patches to overcome the effects caused by the mutual couplings. Good impedance matching is critical for this design because poor impedance matching degrades the isolation between each polarization. After optimization, the side length of the higher band and lower band patches are chosen to be 10.9 mm and 13 mm, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the values of the key dimensions of the CP equilateral triangular patches.

Fig. 3. (a) Exploded and (b) side view of the unit cell of the proposed reflectarray.

Fig. 4. The dimensions (in millimetre) of the X-band design (a) Radiating element, feed lines and coupling slots (b) branch line coupler.

Fig. 5 shows the simulated scattering parameter of radiating element 1 (lower band antenna) and radiating element 2 (higher band antenna). The port numbers are shown in Fig. 4 (b). The simulation results show that at the resonant frequencies of the two patches, the isolation is always higher than 20 dB while the return loss is better than 15 dB. Fig. 6 shows the simulated axial ratio of the unit cell. As shown, the unit cell has low axial ratios at both resonant frequencies. Within the impedance bandwidth of the patches, the axial ratio is always smaller than 3 dB.

Microstrip delay lines are connected to the input ports of the couplers to provide the required phase delays in order to form the shaped beams. There are two groups of phase delay lines for each coupler, one for LHCP radiation and the another for RHCP radiation. As a result, there are four groups, each group of the phase delay lines corresponds to the phase distribution of one beam. Because these four sets of phase distribution can be defined independently and changing one set of the phase distribution has little effect on the others, these four beams can be independently controlled. The phase delay lines are designed to provide phase delays up to $360^\circ$. Fig. 7
shows the simulated reflection phase and amplitude of the unit cell at 8.6 GHz and 10.1 GHz. As shown, the phase variation is linear when the total length of the microstrip delay line increases. The insertion loss of unit cell is about 1.5 dB at both resonant frequencies. Besides the loss of the element itself, the insertion loss of the coupler introduces approximately 0.2 dB loss. Another insertion loss is from the coupled line. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), to avoid the using of vias, the coupler and the phase delay lines of the patch antenna are electromagnetically coupled, which introduces around 0.4 dB loss.

III. DESIGN OF THE REFLECTARRAY

A. Array configuration

Fig. 8 shows two types of reflectarray configuration that can be used for the vehicle application, considering that the antenna would be mounted on the roof of the car. One is center-fed and the other is offset-fed. Both configurations can be realized using the same design principle. In this study, the center-fed configuration is used, for the purpose of simplifying the prototype fabrication and characterization.

Fig. 9 shows the top and back view of the designed reflectarray antenna. As shown, two planar array antennas are interleaved in the same aperture which has a diameter of 234 mm. Each of the array antennas has 75 radiating elements positioned in a triangular lattice with a separation distance of 22.5 mm ($0.64\lambda_{8.6\text{GHz}}$ and $0.75\lambda_{10.1\text{GHz}}$). With this distance, in theory, the beam can be steered to $\pm55^\circ$ at the lower resonant frequency without any grating lobes. Two feeds are used for the reflectarray to validate the beam-switching performance and the largest beam-switching angle of the reflectarray. The positions of the feeds are defined by considering the CP beamwidth of the feed, to ensure that most of the radiating elements are illuminated by the CP waves radiated from the feed. In this design, the distance between the horn antenna and the reflectarray panel is chosen to be 135 mm above the center of the planar array. An X-band dual-CP septum horn antenna that operates from 8 to 12 GHz is designed to be used as the feed of the reflectarray. The septum was designed by using the method given in [26].

B. Cross polarization suppression technique to improve the beam-scanning performance

It is always a design challenge to steer the beam of a CP array antenna to large angles. Besides the increased mismatching and scan loss, which are problems experienced by the LP array antennas, the CP arrays also face the degradation of the axial ratio due to the increase of the cross polarization. In this study, an effective cross polarization suppression technique is developed to improve the beam-scanning performance of the dual-CP reflectarray. When the present reflectarray operates in
the LHCP mode, its electrical field in the far-field region is expressed as

$$\vec{E}_{total}(\theta, f) = \vec{E}_{t,LHCP}(\theta, f) + \vec{E}_{t,RHCP}(\theta, f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\vec{E}_{t,LHCP}(\theta, f)$ and $\vec{E}_{t,RHCP}(\theta, f)$ are the total electrical field of the LHCP and RHCP waves, respectively. The cross polarization components are composed of three sources

$$\vec{E}_{t,RHCP}(\theta, f) = \vec{E}_{patch,RHCP}(\theta, f) + \vec{E}_{feed,RHCP}(\theta, f) + \vec{E}_{coupler,RHCP}(\theta, f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\vec{E}_{patch,RHCP}(\theta, f)$ is the cross-polarization of the patch antenna, $\vec{E}_{feed,RHCP}(\theta, f)$ is the cross-polarization of the feed antenna and $\vec{E}_{coupler,RHCP}(\theta, f)$ is the re-reflected signal from the RHCP port of the coupler.

Because the feed antenna has high polarization purity, its cross-polarization can be ignored and Eq. 3 is simplified to

$$\vec{E}_{t,RHCP}(\theta, f) \approx \vec{E}_{patch,RHCP}(\theta, f) + \vec{E}_{coupler,RHCP}(\theta, f)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Since the amplitude of these two components are similar, from Eq. 4, it can be concluded that if at any radiating element these two components are out of phase as shown in Fig. 10, then the RHCP radiation can be suppressed.

The required phase differences can be realized by introducing an additional reference phase when calculating the required...
phase for each radiating element
\[ \phi_R = k_0 (d_i - (x_i \cos \varphi_i + y_i \sin \varphi_i) \sin \theta_b) + \Delta ph \] (5)
where \( \phi_R \) is the phase of the reflection coefficient of the antenna element \( i \), \( k_0 \) is the phase constant in vacuum, \((x_i, y_i)\) are the coordinates of the array element \( i \), \( d_i \) is the distance from the phase centre of the feed to the antenna unit cell, \((\theta_b, \varphi_b)\) are the expected scan angles of the beam in spherical coordinates and \( \Delta ph \) is the additional reference phase. It is shown in [27] that the bandwidth of the reflectarray can be improved by introducing this additional reference phase, but in this study, the additional reference phase is used to suppress the cross polarization components of the reflectarray.

In this work, the reflectarray has simultaneous dual-CP beams at different scan angles, which means it is impossible to maintain the exact 180 degree phase differences at each radiating element. Instead, in order to maximize the cross polarization suppression effect, \( \Delta ph \) should be calculated as an averaged value
\[ \Delta ph = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n (\phi_{n,LHCP} - \phi_{n,RHCP} + 180^\circ)}{N} \] (6)
where \( N \) is the total number of the radiating elements, \( \phi_{n,LHCP} \) is the required phase for antenna element \( n \) to have a LHCP focused beam and \( \phi_{n,RHCP} \) is the required phase for antenna element \( n \) to have a RHCP focused beam. In this equation, \( w_n \) is the weight coefficient and it should have larger values for the central radiating elements (where they have higher amplitudes) and the smallest value for the radiating elements in the edge (where they have the smallest amplitudes). As an example, Fig. 11 shows the weights used in this study.

![Fig. 11. The weight coefficient used for the present reflectarray when calculating the additional reference phase.](image)

Fig. 12 (a) shows the calculated phase distribution at 8.6 GHz to have the LHCP beam at broadside \((\theta = 0^\circ)\), and Fig. 12 (b) shows the calculated phase distribution at 8.6 GHz to have the RHCP beam at \(\theta = -45^\circ\) after adding the additional reference phase calculated by using Eq.6. It is found that after applying the developed method, most of the radiating elements have a phase difference within the range of \(180^\circ \pm 60^\circ\) between their LHCP and RHCP phase delay lines. Thus, conjugate field matching is achieved and the cross-polarization components are suppressed, which improves the polarization purity of the circularly polarized reflectarray. Applying this technique to the present dual-CP reflectarray, the beam-scanning range of the reflectarray is increased to larger angles. As will be presented in the next section, the maximum beam scanning angle of the reflectarray is improved to \(-55^\circ\) at 8.6 GHz.

Fig. 12. Calculated phase distribution of the reflectarray to have (a) a focused LHCP beam at \(\theta = 0^\circ\) and (b) a focused RHCP beam at \(\theta = -45^\circ\).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A prototype of the designed reflectarray was fabricated and measured. There are 75 radiating elements for higher and lower band operation respectively. These triangular patches are interleaved and placed in a hexagonally shaped aperture with a diameter of 234 mm. It should be noted that the size of the antenna was chosen considering the fabrication limitation on the PCB size in the University workshop. For practical applications, the requirements on the directivity of the array can be reached by choosing the appropriate aperture size of the array antenna. The resonant frequency is determined by the size of the triangular patch and can be re-sized in order to obtain different resonant frequencies. To validate the beam scanning performance of the dual-CP multi-beam reflectarray, two feeds were used. Feed A is the one positioned above the centre of the reflectarray while Feed B is offset by 22.5 mm in X-axis (see Fig. 9). Because the prototype is a passive design, in order to verify the largest CP beam steering angles that can be achieved, the phase distribution of the reflectarray is defined to have the fixed beams pointing at its largest theoretical angles.
Fig. 13 (a)-(d) show the measured and simulated radiation patterns when Feed A is excited. The beams are all defined in $\phi = 0$ plane and the coordinates are given in Fig. 9. During the measurement, when one feed is excited, the other feed is terminated with a matched load. In general, there is good agreement between the measurement and simulation results in the aspect of beam-steering. The measurement results show higher side lobes and wider beamwidth, which are mainly caused by the phase errors from fabrication inaccuracy, the reflections from the RF connectors, the mounting structure of the feed horn as well as the coaxial cables. Because the designed reflectarray has a multilayer configuration and the phase delay lines are excited by electromagnetic coupling, so the alignment accuracy is the main source of the phase errors. Moreover, during the measurement, one port of the dual-CP horn is terminated by a broadband load, which also caused some unavoidable reflections.

Fig. 14 (a)-(d) show the measured and simulated radiation patterns when Feed B is excited. This measurement is used to evaluate the beam scanning performance of the designed reflectarray. It is shown that at 10 GHz the angles of the beams are switched to $-18^\circ$ and $-38^\circ$ for the RHCP and LHCP beams, respectively. For the RHCP and LHCP beams at 8.6 GHz, the angles of the beams are switched to $-55^\circ$ and $-7^\circ$, respectively. All of these beams show low cross polarizations. Table I summarizes the beam angles of the reflectarray when Feed A or Feed B is active.

To further validate the developed cross-polarization suppression technique, a reference design that removes the phase delay lines of the LHCP port of the 8.6 GHz antenna elements was designed and simulated. In this case, there is no cross-polarization suppression from the LHCP radiation to RHCP radiation. Meanwhile, the theoretical radiation pattern of the reflectarray which assumes that the triangular patch is RHCP polarized was also calculated using the array theory. These results are compared in Fig. 15. Both simulated and calculated results confirm that without applying the cross polarization suppression technique, there is high cross polarization at large scan angles which degrades the CP performance of the reflectarray.

Fig. 16 shows the measured gain variation of the present reflectarray at different scan angles. As shown, at 10.1 GHz when the beam is steered to $-38^\circ$, the gain variation is less than 3.5 dB. At 8.6 GHz, when the beam is steered to the $-55^\circ$, the gain variation is about 3 dB.

| Beam Angles of the Fabricated Prototypes with Feed A and Feed B Excited. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| RHCP@10GHz (Beam 1)            | Feed A active   | Feed B active   |
| $\theta = -8^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ | $\theta = -18^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ |
| LHCP@10GHz (Beam 2)            | $\theta = -30^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ | $\theta = -38^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ |
| RHCP@8.6GHz (Beam 3)           | $\theta = -45^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ | $\theta = -55^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ |
| LHCP@8.6GHz (Beam 4)           | $\theta = 0^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ | $\theta = -7^\circ, \phi = 0^\circ$ |

Fig. 17 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the developmental reflectarray when Feed A or Feed B is active.
Fig. 14. Simulated and measured radiations patterns when Feed B is excited: (a) LHCP beams at 8.6GHz; (b) LHCP beams at 10.1GHz; (c) RHCP beams at 8.6GHz; (d) RHCP beams at 10.1GHz. (Black solid line: simulated RHCP, Black dashed line: measured RHCP, Red solid line: simulated LHCP, Red dashed line: measured LHCP)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the simulated RHCP radiation pattern of the reflectarray at 8.6GHz with and without applying the cross polarization suppression technique, and the theoretical calculation.

Fig. 16. Measured Gain variation of the present reflectarray at varied scan angles (a) 8.6GHz and (b) 10.1GHz.

Table II compares the present design with other reported dual-CP reflectarrays. This table also includes some reflectarrays that can be extended to the dual-CP designs. The maximum beam scanning angle of some of these reported designs may possibly be increased but they were not explicitly described. Compared to these designs, the present design achieves dual-band and dual-CP operation with independent
Fig. 17. Simulated radiation patterns (in linear scale) of the developed reflectarray when placing on the car roof (a) 8.6GHz and (b) 10.1GHz. Only one feed is activated in this simulation.

beam control using a single aperture. Meanwhile, the present design achieves the largest beam-scanning range with dual-CP radiation and low fabrication complexity.

| TABLE II | COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT DESIGN WITH OTHER REPORTED DUAL-CP REFLECTARRAYS |
|-------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Dual-CP control    | Independent beam control | Max. beam angle | Remark |
| This work           | Yes, simultaneously        | Yes, at each frequency and polarization | 55° dual-band, shared aperture |
| [19]                 | No                            | N.A             | N.A single band; can be extended to dual-CP with dual-surface |
| [20]                 | Yes, simultaneously          | Yes, at each polarization | N.A single band; dual-surface reflector |
| [21]                 | Yes, simultaneously          | Yes, at each polarization | 21° single-band; two apertures |
| [28]                 | No                            | N.A             | 43° linear direct radiating array |
| [29]                 | No                            | N.A             | 20° linear direct radiating array |

VI. CONCLUSION

A multibeam dual-CP reflectarray for CAV application is presented in this paper. The reflectarray uses a single aperture and single feed to realize four simultaneous CP beams that can be independently controlled. Each of the beams corresponds to different frequencies and polarizations. A cross-polarization suppression technique is developed to improve the beam scanning angle of the CP reflectarray, which is validated by simulation, measurement and theoretical calculated results. The present antenna design concept is flexible and can be applied to the design of dual-band reflectarrays with different frequency ratios and directivity.
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